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THE EFFICIENCY OF AN ALGORITHM

OF INTEGER PROGRAMMING:

A PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS

VLADIMIR LIFSCHITZ

Abstract. A simple algorithm for solving the knapsack problem is shown to lead

to examining, on the average, around e2      vectors out of 2".

Most optimization methods can be considered as devices for reducing the

number of possible solutions that need to be examined and compared. The

efficiency of an algorithm is determined to a large extent by what fraction of the

total number of possible solutions has to be examined in the process of application

of the algorithm. Computational experience shows that this fraction is usually very

small for many inputs, but not for all: even the simplex method is shown to be

inefficient in the worst case [1]. Accordingly, such algorithms are relatively fast for

many inputs, but do not have good uniform computing time bounds. Moreover,

most operations research problems are known to be NP-hard [2] and one can

expect any algorithm for any NP-hard problem to be intractable in the sense of

worst case performance.

For this reason, it is of interest to obtain the average values of parameters

determining the computing time. In this paper we compute the expected number of

vectors examined in the course of application of a simple algorithm for the

knapsack problem (zero-one programming problem with a single constraint). The

algorithm is quite primitive as compared to the methods actually used in computa-

tional practice. However, the idea employed in this algorithm to reduce the number

of possible solutions is similar to the ideas on which "real" integer programming

algorithms are based. It is hoped, therefore, that the result below may give a rough

idea of the computational efficiency of "real" methods. The average computing

time of such methods is very hard to find, and one often relies on empirical testing.

Horowitz and Sahni [3] compare the results of an empirical study of a few

knapsack algorithms. Knuth [4] discusses a general Monte-Carlo method for

estimating the average efficiency of backtracking algorithms.

During this work I have benefited from conversations with many mathemati-

cians, and I should especially mention I. Davidova, N. Maslova, B. Pittel, I.

Romanovsky and the late Yu. Burtin.
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1. The knapsack problem may be formulated as follows.
n

Maximize z = 2  c¡x¡
i = i

n

subject to:  2  aix¡ ^ w'      x¡ = 0, 1 (/' = 1, . . ., n).
/-i

Thus, a particular problem from this class is determined by a vector

p = (a, c, w) = <a„ . . ., a„, c„ . . . , cn, w).

It is possible to rearrange any such problem so that c > 0 by making the

substitution x, = 1 — x[ for c, < 0. Furthermore, if c > 0 and ai < 0 for some i

then one may assume x, = 1, so that the number of variables can be reduced. If

a, c > 0, w < 0 then the problem is trivial. For these reasons we may assume

p > 0.
For any problem p, define the partial ordering <p of {1,...,«} as follows.

i <Pj if

(a) a¡ > ap c¡ < c, and

(b) a, = a,, c, = c, imply i >j.

Let 5^ be the set of all zero-one vectors x = <x„ . . ., x„> such that x, < xy for

/' <Pj. If feasible solutions exist then B contains an optimal solution.

The algorithm we consider in this paper consists in generating successively all

vectors from B , checking whether a generated vector is feasible and comparing the

values of the objective function at the feasible points. The efficiency of this

procedure for a given problem p is determined by the number \Bp\ of generated

vectors as compared to the total number 2" of zero-one vectors. (We do not

describe any particular method for generating the elements of B since the choice

of a method does not affect the measure of complexity we use.)

Consider a random knapsack problem, i.e. a nonnegative random vector/». What

distribution of p should be assumed? The actual distribution in practical situations

may depend on the particular (extramathematical) source of knapsack problems. A

priori, no distribution seems very convincing, but two situations are especially

interesting [3]: the case when greater components of a correspond to greater

components of c and the case when all components are independent. In the first

case, the method under consideration does not give any economy: obviously,

|fL| = 2". In the second case, assuming additionally that the components of a, c are

distributed identically, and their distribution is continuous, we have the following

result.

Theorem. E\Bp\ = 2L¿M)~lQ-

Corollary. In E\Bp\~ 2Vn .

Thus the expected number of generated vectors is about e      out of 2".

2. To prove the Theorem, consider the following combinatorial problem about

the permutations of {1, . . ., «}. An inversion in a permutation a is an arbitrary

pair of indices (i,j} such that / <j, a¡ > cl. A subset X of {1,...,«} is a-closed
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if, for every inversion </,/> in a, i G X implies/ G X. Let ga be the number of

a-closed sets. What is the expectation of ga for a uniformly distributed a?

Let p be a problem with a¡ 3= aJt c¡ =£ Cj for / =£j. Let af be the number of

elements of {ax, . . . , an} not greater than a,, yf be the number of elements of

{cx, . . ., cn} not greater than c,. Obviously, ap, yp axe permutations. For all a, y

define

najY={p:a* = a,y' = y}.

Lemma 1. If p G TJa>y then \Bp\ = gya-,.

Proof.

/ < / «=> a, > a. and c, < c,
p J

<=> af > af and yf < yf

<=> a, > ay and y, < y}

<=> a, > a, and (ya~')a/ < (y«~%

«=> (a,, a,) is an inversion in ya~x;

x G Bp «=» Vy(i < / => x, < x,)

«=> Vyi (/ < / and xy = O) => x, = 0)

<¿> Vijü(aj, a¡) is an inversion in ya ~ ' and Xy = 0) => x, ■> O)

<=>[a,.: x,r = 0] is ya~'-closed.

Hence the mapping xi-»[a,: x, = 0] maps Bp onto the set of ya~'-closed sets.

This mapping is obviously a bijection.

Lemma 2. For a uniformly distributed ß, gß has the same distribution as \Bp\.

Proof. The events Hay axe disjoint, have equal probabilities, and their union is

the sure event. Hence

p[pGna>r] = («!)-2.

From this fact and Lemma 1,

P[\Bp\=t]=^P[\Bp\=t,pGUa¡y]

=  2  p[pGna,T]= 2    2   («O"2
«,Y ß Y.«

8y*- — t gß-t   ya-'-ß

-    2   in\)-l-P[gß-t].
ß;gß = t

3. To find Egß, define, for any permutation ß of {1, . . . , n}, permutations ß',ß"

of initial segments of {1, . . . , n} as follows. Let ß = (ßx, . . ., /?,, . . ., ßn), where
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ßi = n. Then define

ß' = (ßx,..., ß_x, ßi+x, ..., ßn),       ß" = (ßx,..., #_,),

where ßv (1 < v < i) is the number of the elements of {/?„...,/?,_,} which are

< v. ß',ß" are permutations of {1,..., n — 1} and {1, ...,/' - 1}, respectively.

Example. For ß = (2, 4, 5, 1, 3), i = 3, ß' = (2, 4, 1, 3), ß" = (1, 2).

Lemma 3. gß = g^ + gB».

Proof. The set of ß-closed sets that do not include /' is in the obvious 1-1

correspondence with the set of ß '-closed sets. Any /J-closed set including / includes

also i + 1,. .. , n. Hence there is a 1-1 correspondence between such sets and the

ß "-closed sets.

Define /„ = EgB.

Lemma 4.

/o-i.    /.■/,-i + *"'2jS («><»•
i-0

Proof. The first formula is obvious. Lemma 3 implies Egß = EgB. + Egß». The

left-hand side is fn. Moreover, ß' is the uniformly distributed permutation of

(l,...,n — 1). Hence the first summand in the right-hand side is/„_!. ß" is a

permutation of {1,...,/' — 1}, where / is random itself; it is equal to 1, . . . , n

with equal probabilities. For any s = I, . . . , n, ß" is the uniformly distributed

permutation of {1,... ,s - 1} provided /' = s. Hence the second summand is

n-^s-of,-

UmiA5Jn-2k-y,rcl)-\nk).

Proof. We use induction on n and Lemma 4. The basis is trivial. The induction

step:

/,-/,-1+;2/,-/,-, + {s   iw~Vk)
n s=0 " s-0   k~0 KK/

1   n—\ n —1  .     . i   n — 1 , .

■A-*Í.2(«)-S(I)-A-. + ¿ 2 («)-(*;,)

-A-.*i(*o-(i:!)

■£«>-'(";,)*ii(*o-'(;:!)

-'♦IwiC;1)*!::!)]*«"'

/t-0
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The Theorem follows from Lemmas 2 and 5.

4. Let zk = (k\yx("k), n > 0, 0 < k < n. The ratio zk+x/zk = (n - k)/(k + l)2

decreases when k increases. Hence for some k,

zx/z0 > ■ ■ ■ >zk/zk_x > 1 > izk+x)/zk > ■ ■ ■ >z„/zn_x.

Then zk is the maximum summand of/, = 2J_0 zk so that zk < fn < (n + l)zk. An

easy estimate of zk+x/zk shows thatVñ — 3 < k < Vñ . Using Stirling's approxi-

mation, we conclude that

ln/„ = \xi zk + 0(Ixl n)

= ln(/t!) - ln[(n - it)!] - 2 ln(k\) + 0(lnn)

= ln(n!) - ln[(n -Vn)!] - 2 ln(V«" !) + 0(ln n)

= [n In« - n] -[(n -Vn)\n(n -Vn) - (n -Vn)]

-2[Vñ ln(Vñ) -Vn] + 0(ln n)

= nlxin - n ln(/j - Vn ) + Vn ln(/i -Vn) -Vn lnn+V/j-l- 0(ln n)

= iVn~ - n)ln(l - 1/Vñ ) + Vñ + 0(ln n)

= (Vñ - n)(-l/Vñ + 0(1/Vñ)) +Vñ + 0(ln/j)

= 2Vñ + O(Vñ).
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